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Introduction
In an initial coin offering (ICO) an entrepreneur raises capital by selling a newly-minted cryptographic

token to the public. The token is usually listed on a specialized exchange quickly after the ICO, creating a
secondary market. ICOs have become the prevalent source of financing for start-up companies that use the
blockchain technology; more than $30bn have been raised so far through ICOs (Lyandres et al. (2019)).1
Entities conducting ICOs have unproven business models and are most often in the pre-product stage. There
exists virtually no hard information on them and asymmetric information is large. The financing of such early
stage companies has previously been the domain of highly specialized angel investors or venture capitalists
(VCs) who acquire soft information by meeting with potential customers, suppliers, and the team, and by
using sophisticated security design methods guaranteeing priority and control rights.
While a significant empirical and theoretical literature on the determinants of post-issue financial success
of ICOs has developed, relatively little is known about ICO investors and their reasons to invest. We wish to
fill this gap and analyze the composition and trading behavior of the ICO investor base. Most tokens sold in
ICOs are “utility” tokens which can be spent to buy a product or service produced by the issuer but do not
confer cash flow rights. Our analysis of investor trading behavior seeks to understand whether initial investors
primarily buy utility tokens because they are interested in the product (and that therefore, ICOs are a good
mechanism for entrepreneurs to understand the market’s demand for the products or platform they develop)
or for speculative purposes. We use primary sources (such as ICO whitepapers or an ICO’s Medium, Twitter
and Telegram pages as well as the Ethereum blockchain data) to construct a hand-collected sample of
successful ICOs with information on the ICO, investors, governance characteristics, and products offered, to
answer these questions.
The median investor in our sample of ICOs invests only $1,200 and each of our sample ICOs has
approximately 4,700 investors. ICOs therefore appear to have succeeded in tapping a new type of investor to
finance innovation, one that security market regulators typically seek to protect. The typical investor makes

Also see PwC Switzerland, 2019, 5th ICO / STO Report, https://www.pwc.ch/en/publications/2019/ch-PwCStrategy&-ICO-Report-Summer-2019.pdf.
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active use of the secondary market. He sells a substantial fraction of his tokens shortly following the ICO,
when the product of the company is not yet developed, indicating that he is more interested in financial gain
than the underlying product. Token returns have high variance and positive skewness; both are attributes that
retail investors appreciate (e.g., Goetzmann and Kumar (2008) or Kumar (2009)). In our sample, investors
do not hold a diversified portfolio of ICOs in the same wallet.
A key identifying assumption of our analysis is that ICO investors use one wallet to invest in ICOs and
do not camouflage their true investment through multiple wallet strategies. We show through several formal
tests that the identifying assumption is defendable for the typical ICO investor. Investors frequently use the
same wallet with which they invested into the ICO for other transactions on the Ethereum network afterwards,
which suggests that they use a wallet for multiple purposes. We show that the value of tokens transferred out
of investors’ wallets is highly correlated with trading volume in secondary markets in the same token,
implying that most of these tokens are not moved to another wallet belonging to the same investor but rather
sold on an exchange. Finally, for ICOs that have a know your customer (KYC) policy, i.e. where the issuer
knows the ultimate beneficial owners of tokens bought in the initial sale, the number of contributors disclosed
by the issuer after the offering period is statistically indistinguishable from the number of wallets that
contributed. The result suggests that most investors invest with one wallet in these ICOs.
ICOs typically happen in two stages. A majority of ICOs holds a closed presale round for larger investors
and insiders, during which the participating investors receive a sizeable discount over regular investors. The
second phase is the crowdsale stage during which regular investors participate. In our sample, the median
discount to presale investors is an economically large 30%. Presale investors can therefore lock in a profit by
selling immediately after the ICO if the prevailing secondary market price is at or above the presale price,
which is lower than the “list price” paid by regular investors. We find evidence that they do. Large investors
sell earlier if there was a presale and if the presale discount was high, and holding period returns to other
investors are decreasing in the amount of funding raised in the presale as well as the presale discount. The
analysis of the initial participation and subsequent trading patterns by presale investors illustrates a potential
issue with the ICO model. Investments by presale investors provide important information to crowdsale
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investors who interpret the early investments as a signal of the quality of the ICO (e.g., Howell et al., (2018),
Fisch (2019)), but the possibility of flipping the coins purchased at a discount reduces the information content
of presale investor purchases.
We find little evidence that ICO investors receive downside protection or governance rights for their
investment, as would be typical for VC or angel investors. Most ICOs do not confer residual cash flow rights
to investors, let alone give them liquidation preferences or offer board representation. Only 4% of ICOs
specify milestones for the release of funds, and only 4% leave an independent custodian in charge of the
funds raised by the company. However, we find some evidence for incentive alignment between investors
and entrepreneurs in that a majority of issuers lock up at least part of the tokens held by the issuing firm and
its founders. The mean weighted average maturity of the tokens retained by the issuing firm and its founders
is 1.1 years.
We conclude with an analysis of secondary market returns. The single most important driver of ICO
returns to investors is the concurrent return of Ethereum. Few other variables reliably predict returns nine
months after the ICO. The average gross return (i.e. not adjusted for the returns on Bitcoin or Ethereum) on
a token is positive nine months after the ICO. Average returns in excess of the return of Bitcoin or Ethereum
are consistently below unadjusted returns nine months after the ICO but are, perhaps surprisingly in light of
allegations of widespread fraud and pump-and-dump schemes, still positive.2
Our paper relates to the literature on the behavior of individual investors (for an overview, see Barber
and Odean (2013)). In particular, Barber and Odean (2000) document that in their database of retail investors,
investors hold on average an undiversified portfolio of only four stocks. Goetzmann and Kumar (2008) show
that retail investors hold highly volatile stocks with a high correlation, and Kumar (2009) finds that
individuals like to hold stock with high idiosyncratic volatility and skewness. Several researchers have
pointed out that investors like to gamble with lottery-like stocks (Dorn, Dorn, and Sengmüller (2014), Barber
et al. (2009), Gao and Lin (2015), and Kumar (2009)). The results of these papers are broadly consistent with
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See, for example, Gandal et al. (2018), Xu and Livshits (2018), and Li, Shin and Wang (2018).
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our findings on ICO investors and can potentially explain the attractiveness of the asset class to retail
investors despite the lack of transparency and investor protection.
Our paper is also related to the literature that examines apparently irrational investor behavior in public
firms in new industries that promise high growth (e.g., Shiller (2000)). Cooper, Dimitrov, and Rau (2001)
document that firms that added “.com” to their name during the internet boom experienced abnormal returns
of 53% over the following five days. Cheng et al. (2019) show that investors react positively to vague 8-K
announcements of public firms that they are “going to use blockchain technology in the future”. Lamont and
Thaler (2003) demonstrate that investors irrationally bid up prices of equity carve-outs in U.S. technology
stocks during the internet boom. Ofek and Richardson (2003) and Lamont and Thaler (2003) suggest that
short sale restrictions may explain the persistence of the mispricing of tech stocks during that time. This
literature could help explain investor’s appetite for ICOs and the high market valuations, as ICO tokens too
are difficult and risky to short.3
Our work contributes to an emerging literature on ICOs. Most empirical papers on ICOs relate ICO
characteristics collected by secondary sources to measures of ICO success.4 Contrary to those papers, we
focus on the investors in ICOs instead of the issuers of ICOs. Of the large literature on ICOs, few papers
have investigated ICO investors. The only academic analyses of investors in the ICO market so far are – to
the best of our knowledge – Howell, Niessner, and Yermack (2018), Lee, Li, and Shin (2018), and Boreiko
and Risteski (2019). Howell, Niessner, and Yermack (2018) provide a case study of the investors in the
Filecoin ICO, which is interesting but also fairly special because the Filecoin ICO allowed only accredited
investors. Lee, Li, and Shin (2018)) use individual investor contribution data to study how quickly the ICO
3
In equity markets, short selling costs are high for small, illiquid stocks with low institutional ownership and a
large amount of disagreement about the firm’s intrinsic value between investors (D’Avolio, 2002). Most ICO tokens
have a low market capitalization compared to the average publicly listed firm, have low institutional ownership, and
feature large differences in opinions between investors. With the exception of Bitcoin, there are also no exchange traded
derivatives for cryptoassets on major trading venues. Finally, short selling is risky if fundamental values and prices take
a long time to converge, because the arbitrageur might suffer reputational damage and liquidity shortfalls before profits
are eventually realized (Shleifer and Vishny (1997)).
4
E.g., Adhami, Giudici, and Martinazzi (2018); Amsden and Schweizer (2018); Benedetti and Kostovetsky (2018);
Boreiko and Sahdev (2018); Bourveau et al. (2018); De Jong, Roosenboom, and van der Kolk (2019); Deng, Lee, and
Zhong (2018); Dittmar and Wu (2018); Fisch (2019); Howell, Niessner and Yermack (2018); Lee, Li, and Shin (2018);
Lyandres, Palazzo, and Rabetti (2019); Momtaz (2018)).
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reaches its soft cap and to test the theory of the wisdom of the crowds, and Boreiko and Risteski (2019)
analyze investor data to show that only large investors have some ability to time the market and select better
ICOs.5
Many firms issuing ICOs develop a decentralized trading platform that promises network effects, and
much of the emerging theoretical ICO literature has focused on the conditions under which ICOs can create
value by solving coordination problems (Bakos and Halaburda (2018), Catalini and Gans (2018), Cong, Li,
and Wang (2018); Li and Mann (2018); Sockin and Xiong (2018)). Other theoretical work includes Chod and
Lyandres (2018) and Lee and Parlour (2019). The law literature has also started to discuss the legal and
regulatory framework for ICOs (e.g., Kaal (2018); Maas (2019); Robinson (2018); Rohr and Wright (2017);
Zetzsche et al. (2017)).
The remainder of our paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 discusses the data collection procedure.
Section 3 presents a brief overview of the ICO market. Section 4 presents the results of our analysis of the
characteristics and behavior of ICO contributors. Section 5 contrasts investor protection provisions in venture
capital and angel financing with those in ICOs. Section 6 presents regression estimates for whether investor
and ICO characteristics matter as determinants of secondary market returns and Section 7 concludes.
2

Data collection

2.1

Primary market data
We hand-collect data on token sales from primary sources. Our reasons for hand-collecting data are

twofold: concerns about data quality and the amount of data items available from secondary sources.
Secondary sources often diverge substantially in their assessment of an ICO (see Boreiko and Sahdev (2018)
and Lyandres, Palazzo, and Rabetti (2019) for a systematic analysis of these concerns). Hand-collection also
allows the inclusion of important characteristics that are not available from secondary sources but are
important for our study of ICO investors and investor protection. We collect information on the exact split of

Lyandres, Palazzo, and Rabetti (2019) focus mainly on the determinants of ICO success, but also collect data on
the evolution of the number of wallets after an ICO starts trading and correlate it with trading volume. Fisch et al. (2018)
provide survey evidence on the investment motives for a sample of 500 ICO investors.
5
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funds raised from presale and crowdsale investors, the pricing schedules for both, founder token vesting
schedules and whether a venture capitalist has invested into the issuer prior to the ICO. The pricing schedules
in particular are important to gain an accurate picture of returns to investors, as discounts given to early and
large investors are often sizeable.
To construct our sample, we first create a list of completed ICOs from four secondary sources
(icorating.com, smithandcrown.com, icowatchlist.com and coinschedule.com).6 For the characteristics of
those ICOs, we rely exclusively on primary sources such as whitepapers or other documents published by
issuers, archived issuer websites kept by the Internet Archive (web.archive.org), company announcements
on social media (primarily on Medium, Twitter and Telegram), source code on Github, company
announcements on the bitcointalk.org message boards and various national commercial registers.
Furthermore, we sometimes consult the Crunchbase database for information on venture funding. Appendix
A defines all collected attributes in detail.
Our final sample consists of 306 ICOs that collectively raised over $6.2b in funding between March
2016 and March 2018.7 In 2017 alone, they raised $5 billion.
2.2

Secondary market data
We retrieve secondary market prices in US dollars from coinmarketcap.com. The webpage aggregates

traded prices from all cryptocurrency exchanges that provide data on prices and trading volumes through a
public application programming interface, and then calculates volume-weighted average daily open, high,
low and closing prices. To prevent a survivorship bias that might arise if coinmarketcap deleted information
for bankrupt or fraudulent ICOs, we downloaded bi-weekly snapshots of the data since the start of the
research project in February 2018 and consecutively merged those snapshots to present a picture of secondary
We retain only records for which the secondary sources indicate that total ICO funding exceeded $1m. The reason
for truncating the sample in this manner is that primary source data on the smaller ICOs are frequently scarce or
unavailable.
7
Many ICOs only allow contributions in cryptocurrencies, primarily Ethereum and Bitcoin. Because the dollar
value of such cryptocurrencies is volatile, we collect the amounts of funding raised in cryptocurrencies where available.
We then calculate the value of total funding raised, in US dollars, using closing prices on the last day of the contribution
period. We only rely on totals in US dollars disclosed by issuers where the detailed breakdown into cryptocurrencies is
not available.
6
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market prices that is as accurate as possible. We observe secondary market prices for 276 out of 306 sample
ICOs (90%).
We calculate continuously compounded returns in US dollars based on the average price paid by
crowdsale investors.8 Where the average price is unavailable (which is the case for 24% of ICOs), we base
returns on the mid-price, i.e. the average between the highest and the lowest price paid by investors in the
crowdsale. We use continuous compounding because most ICOs trade continuously.
2.3

Ethereum blockchain data
Over 90% of our sample ICOs sell crypto tokens hosted on an existing blockchain, most commonly

Ethereum. The publicly available Ethereum data enable us to provide statistics such as the median
contribution per wallet (we use the terms address and wallet interchangeably) and the number of sample ICOs
to which each wallet contributes. We can also follow the issued tokens through time and analyze how quickly
investors sell their tokens.
All data we observe only identify parties by their Ethereum address, and multiple Ethereum addresses
belonging to the same person or organization cannot be easily reconciled. The main assumption underlying
our investor analysis is that the representative ICO investor only controls a single Ethereum address and that
we can equate wallets with investors. We believe and provide several formal pieces of evidence in Section 4
that our main assumption can be maintained for many investors.
An Ethereum account consists of a public key, part of which (after a mathematical transformation called
hashing) forms an address, representing the equivalent of a bank account number to which transactions can
be sent. A corresponding private key (the equivalent of a password) controls transfers from the account. All

8
We base our calculations on prices instead of total returns because we do not observe interest and dividend
payments made by the 22% of the sample composed of security tokens. For robustness, we repeat – but do not show –
all calculations on the subsample of ICOs that issue utility-tokens and that therefore cannot make any cash distributions.
The results closely resemble those of the full sample, implying that security tokens do not affect the fundamental
conclusions of our analysis.
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transactions and token transfers made between different addresses on the Ethereum blockchain are publicly
available and downloadable.9
Ethereum addresses can either be controlled by a human being or a smart contract. The latter is a piece
of computer code that interacts with other parties on the Ethereum network according to a set of rules. The
ERC20 contract is a popular smart contract for ICOs that contains a ledger that tracks the number of tokens
held by each address. When tokens are sold or spent, the ledger is modified to reflect their new owner. Every
change in token ownership requires interacting with the token contract to change the ledger.
During an initial coin offering on Ethereum, contributors send Ether to an address controlled by the
promoter (the “token sale address”) with the promise of being allocated tokens in an ERC20 contract in
return. Deriving comprehensive information on the investor base from the transactions associated with
contributions is typically not possible because of a number of challenges, which are visualized in Figure 1.
The presale and crowdsale stages usually use different contracts and transactions made towards the token
sale address are not always limited to ICO contributions (the promoter will usually send some Ether to the
address to pay for transaction costs, for example). Because the presale stage is usually private, the Ethereum
address used during the presale is often not public knowledge. In addition, contributions made using means
of payment other than Ether (e.g. US dollars or Bitcoin) will not show up as transactions on the blockchain.
We therefore decided not to analyze the contributions made by investors, but instead focus on the distribution
of tokens to investors following the ICO. Knowing the token prices from our manually collected dataset, we
can infer the approximate investment per Ethereum address from the number of tokens allocated following
the ICO.
ICO promoters can distribute tokens in two ways. The initial balance can be allocated to the crowdsale
contract or one or more addresses controlled by the ICO’s promoter, from which the tokens are then
reallocated to contributors. In that case, we observe one or more ERC20 token transfers from the initial
address to the contributor’s address. Alternatively, the token can be made mintable, in which case there is no

We thank Evgeny Medvedev for providing computer code to export data from the Ethereum blockchain (see
https://github.com/medvedev1088/ethereum-etl).
9
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initial balance but tokens are “created” from nothing for every contributor. In that case, we observe a token
transfer from the “zero address” to the contributor.
We generally do not know from which address the initial token distribution is made. We address this
challenge by analyzing the first 100 transfers made for each token in the sample. If at least 98 of them have
the same source, we assume that the most common source within those 100 transactions is the unique address
from which token distributions originate.10 Second, some transfers are not made in exchange for a financial
contribution but represent an allocation to the founding team or free, promotional distributions to the general
public (“air drops”) to publicize the new token. We exclude transfers where the amount of tokens sent is
worth less than 50 USD or where the receiving address receives more than 10% of the total token supply in
all transactions to avoid such token transfers contaminating our sample.
The Ethereum platform hosts 264 out of the 306 sample ICOs. We are able to identify the token contract
address and the token transfers for 247 of those ICOs. We further know the average price or average
crowdsale price paid by investors for a subset of 181, and unambiguously identify the Ethereum address from
which the initial token allocation occurred for 98 of those ICOs. These 98 ICOs received over $2.3b in
funding and represent about a third of all money raised in our total sample. From now, we will call this
subsample of our data “the investor sample”.
3

Description of the ICO market
We briefly describe the typical structure of an initial coin offering and summarize the characteristics that

are important for our subsequent analysis in Table 1.11 In an ICO, an issuer sells a newly-minted
cryptocurrency or cryptographic token to the public. The ICO ends once the contribution period is over or
once it reaches the maximum amount of funding (if applicable). A decentralized ledger (blockchain) tracks

10
We only require 98 out of 100 transactions because sometimes a token is mintable, but the entirety of the token
distribution is first minted to (i.e. transferred from the zero address) one or more addresses controlled by the ICO’s
organizers and then redistributed from those secondary addresses to investors. If no address is at least 98 times the
source of initial distribution, we say that we cannot identify the origin and do not analyze the token further.
11
We refer the reader to Amsden and Schweizer (2018) and Howell, Niessner, and Yermack (2018) for more
detailed descriptive statistics of the ICO market. Appendix B features more extensive summary statistics on our sample.
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token ownership thereafter, and tokens trade in secondary markets shortly following the ICO. The ICO can
either be based on a new, standalone blockchain ledger or be implemented as a smart contract on an existing
platform (which is the case for 91% of the sample). The Ethereum platform typically hosts the cryptographic
tokens.12
The majority of firms in our sample of successful ICOs raised between $1m and $40m through their
ICO. Often, the ICO comprises two stages. In our sample, 68% of ICOs begin with a presale (also known as
pre-ICO or private sale) stage, in which larger investors can purchase tokens at discounted prices. In a
subsequent crowdsale (also known as public sale) stage, the general public can acquire tokens. The mean
ICO received $24.2m over all rounds, and $18.0m during the crowdsale stage. Hence, the crowdsale investors
contribute the majority of funds.
ICOs frequently have a soft cap (45%) and/or a hard cap (95%). If the ICO contributions do not reach
the soft cap, the company returns funds to the sender (ensured by an escrow arrangement or smart contract).
The soft cap is therefore similar to the threshold model applied by popular crowdfunding websites such as
Kickstarter (see, e.g., Mollick (2014)). The hard cap is the maximum amount of funding the issuer will accept.
On average, sample ICOs raised 70.2% of their hard cap, including the presale stage.
It is rare that all investors pay the same price for the tokens. The presale usually takes place at heavily
discounted prices, and early and/or large investors in the crowdsale obtain a discount as well. On average,
presale investors receive a 34% discount over the “list price”, whereas the earliest (or largest) crowdsale
investors receive a 17% discount. The issuer on average offers 47% of the total token supply for sale during
the crowdsale. Presale investors hold an average of 11% of the anticipated post-ICO token supply as of the
time of the crowdsale, while the founders hold 39%. On average, a mere 2% of tokens are reserved for miners
(the parties carrying out the verification of transactions on the blockchain), reflecting that most ICOs issue

Some sources refer to assets issued on a standalone blockchain as cryptocurrencies and to those implemented
through smart contracts as cryptographic tokens. In the remainder of this document, we will refer to all cryptographic
assets sold in ICOs as tokens, regardless of their technical implementation.
12
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non-mineable tokens on the Ethereum blockchain. More than half (55%) of ICO issuers destroy unsold tokens
after the offering period.
Only 51% of ICO issuers have a product or prototype. A minority of ICO promoters has decided to avoid
securities regulations by only offering tokens to accredited or qualified investors (3%), or only to foreign
investors and accredited US investors (51%). Such restrictions remove an important advantage of an ICO: to
gauge demand for the product by future users. Issuers often disclose their advisory team, 41% of which we
judge to be “high quality” advisory teams consisting of venture capitalists, researchers, executives and
entrepreneurs. In general, the level of disclosure varies substantially in the cross-section; 29% of ICOs do
not even disclose their intended use of the money raised (e.g. by category of expenses), and 25% of issuers
disclose the name of the legal advisor that assists them with the transaction to the public. At the time of the
ICO, 26% of issuers have received VC funding.
ICO tokens can help launder money gained in illicit ways. To comply with anti-money-laundering
legislation, 48% of sample ICOs have adopted AML (anti-money-laundering) or KYC procedures, which
verify the identity of an investor before accepting an investment. The awareness of regulatory issues has been
increasing among ICO issuers. The fraction of ICOs with a KYC policy has been steadily increasing, from
0% in the first quarter of 2017, to 80% during the first quarter of 2018.
Panel B of Table 1 describes characteristics related to investor protection. The fraction of security token
(i.e. tokens for which the issuer promises to make payments to their owner in the future) in the sample is 22%
but has been falling, from a high of 40% during the first quarter of 2017 to only 14% a year later. We were
able to identify the jurisdiction and legal form for 88% of all entities organizing ICOs using the material
provided by the issuer and publicly searchable commercial registers. Among the identifiable subset, 90% are
either joint-stock or limited liability companies (or their international equivalents), i.e. entities typically
associated with for-profit commercial activity. Offshore financial centers, using the definition of the
International Monetary Fund (IMF), host 20% of all ICOs. Only 4% of ICOs specify milestones for the
release of funds and 4% specify an independent custodian for the funds raised. A majority (58%) of ICOs
implement vesting periods for the tokens allocated to the company and its founders. The weighted-average
12

vesting period for locked up tokens is 1.10 years. Only 14% of ICOs specify a lockup period for tokens
owned by presale investors, on the other hand. Those that do lock them up for 0.53 years on average. Only
18% of ICOs give investors governance rights, usually by allowing them to vote on certain topics.
4

Analysis of ICO investors
We now turn to the main analysis of the characteristics and trading patterns of ICO investors, using the

investor sample. In Section 4.1 we first address the central question of whether our key identifying
assumption that we can approximately equate the number of cryptographic wallets holding a token with the
number of investors in an ICO is defendable. In Section 4.2, we provide evidence that an aggregation of all
distributed coins multiplied with the price per coin from our Ethereum data approximately equals the total
amount of funds raised during the ICO. We also show summary statistics along several key ICO
characteristics for the investor sample and compare it to the overall sample to analyze how different the
investor sample is from the overall sample. Section 4.3 then analyzes the average contribution size, Section
4.4 examines the determinants of investor participation in the crowd sale, and Section 4.5 analyzes the
fraction of repeat contributors. Finally, Section 4.6 attempts to identify crowdsale and presale investors’
motivation for participating in ICOs.
4.1

Is the assumption that the typical investor invests with only one address per ICO defendable?
Investors can open wallets at no costs (although it is costly to send funds and tokens from one Ethereum

wallet to another even if they have the same owner) and wallets are pseudonymous, i.e. it is impossible for a
researcher to link wallets to identities. Throughout the analysis in Section 4, we equate wallets with investors.
Investors may want to use multiple wallets for at least two reasons. They may want to hide from the issuing
firm that they are a large investor or they may want to hide this information from the general public. One
potential concern with our analysis is that we overestimate the number of investors and underestimate the
contribution amount because investors use multiple wallets for the same ICO. A second concern relates to
our analysis of investor trading behavior post-ICO. We may overestimate the trading activity of ICO
investors, if investors move tokens from one of their wallets to another one.
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We conduct several tests to reduce concerns about our main assumption. Our first piece of evidence
comes from a comparison of movements of tokens out of ICO investors’ wallets with trading volume for that
token on cryptocurrency exchanges. This test seeks to establish that the majority of investors who move
tokens out of their wallet do so to sell them on an exchange rather than to move them to another of their own
wallets. If a significant number of original ICO investors did not sell their tokens post-ICO, but rather moved
them from one of their wallets to another, exchange-reported trading volume on a given day would not
correlate highly with changes in the tokens held by the wallets participating in the ICO. The correlation
between exchange-reported trading volume and our implied (from Ethereum) sales by ICO investors is,
however, very strong. We calculate daily implied sales for the first 90 days after the ICO as the gross number
of tokens moved out of ICO investors’ wallets multiplied with the average between the daily opening and
closing price. We aggregate implied sales by ERC20 token and day. We then estimate a regression of the
actual daily trading volume reported by coinmarketcap on daily implied sales by ICO investors (having
winsorized both at the 1% and 99% levels) and time and token fixed effects. The coefficient on implied sales
is 0.92 (t=9.30), so for every USD in implied sales the actual volume increases by 0.92 USD. Hence, when
the token balance of an ICO investor drops, the tokens are most often traded on an exchange and not moved
to a different wallet of the same investor.
Second, we also examine how often addresses are used for sending and receiving Ether following their
investment in an ICO. If investors created a new wallet for every ICO, it is unlikely that they would frequently
be using these special-purpose wallets for transactions afterwards. We find that in the first 270 days following
a contribution to an ICO, the median address is used for two transactions, outgoing or incoming, with a total
volume of $210.11 valued at the Ether prices of those dates. We interpret this number as evidence that
investors use the wallets with which they participate in ICOs also for other purposes. Note that the total
volume we analyze would only include proceeds from the sale of ERC20 tokens if the investor explicitly
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transferred the sales proceeds from their exchange account to the same Ethereum wallet. In addition, the total
volume is also larger than what investors would typically keep in their wallet to pay for transaction cost. 13
Our third and final set of tests relies on the existence of a KYC policy at the ICO. If an ICO has a KYC
policy, investors have no incentive to use multiple addresses to hide their identity from the issuing firm
(although they may still do so to hide their identity from the public). Our first test uses the existence of a
KYC policy together with the voluntary disclosure of the number of contributors to the offering by some
issuing firms. Because these firms know the individuals associated with each address, their self-reported
number of contributors should reflect the actual number of investors rather than the number of contributing
addresses. In particular, if many ICO participants use multiple wallets to hide their true investments, the
number of self-reported contributors should be much lower than the number of wallets that we identify. Using
a simple t-test, we find that for ICOs with a KYC policy, the self-reported number of contributors actually
slightly exceeds our estimate for the number of investors, but insignificantly so.14 The result means it is
unlikely that a large fraction of investors is using multiple wallets to hide their identity from the public; if
they did, our estimate for the number of investors would significantly exceed the self-reported number in this
subsample.
We also test whether our estimate for the number of contributors for ICOs with a KYC policy is different
from our estimate for the subset without one. If investors systematically use multiple wallets to hide their
identity from the issuer, our estimate for the number of contributors should be higher for those ICOs that do
not have a KYC policy than for those that do. However, a two-sample t-test indicates that our estimate for
the number of contributors for ICOs with a KYC policy actually exceeds that of ICOs without one, with
marginal statistical significance.15 Therefore, we do not find any evidence indicating that investors are
systematically using multiple addresses to hide their identity from the issuing firm.

According to data from etherscan.io, the average fee for sending Ether from one address to another was $0.13
between the start of the first and the end of the last ICO in our sample. Fees for sending ERC20 tokens depend on the
token and are higher than those for sending Ether, but they are of the same order of magnitude.
14
The mean self-reported number of investors is 5,555.6, the mean of our estimated number is 5,169.4 (n=18,
t=1.08).
15
The mean of the estimated number of contributors is 5,656.8 (n=58) for ICOs with a KYC policy and 3,310.0
(n=40) for ICOs without one, with a t-stat of -1.73 for the difference.
13
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4.2

Data quality and representativeness of the investor sample
Table 2 compares the actual amount of funding and the amount implied by our analysis of token

distributions for the investor sample. The mean of the implied amount of funding is $26.0m and is statistically
indistinguishable from the mean of the actual amount, which is $23.1m. The medians are similarly close but
reversed in order, with $12.7m for the implied total and $14.6 for the actual. Some ICOs also disclose the
number of unique contributors. We collect such disclosures for the investor sample and compare them to the
number of contributors derived from our analysis in Panel B of Table 2. The two means are statistically
indistinguishable.
Table 3 compares the investor sample to the remaining ICOs based on several characteristics. The two
samples differ along two dimensions: the fraction of security tokens and the fraction of ICOs with a KYC
procedure. 59.2% of ICOs in the investor sample have KYC verification against 42.8% of the remaining
ICOs. Similarly, only 14.3% of tokens in the investor sample are unambiguously securities, compared to
25.0% of the remaining ICOs. Importantly, ICOs in the investor sample are not any more or less likely to
restrict participation by retail investors. Based on these results, we conclude that there is sufficient overlap
in characteristics between the two subsamples and that the investor sample is representative of the typical
ICO in our overall sample.
4.3

Average contribution size
We analyze the contribution per investor in Table 4. The mean of the median contribution per investor

is $1,203.35. The small dollar amount suggests that the majority of investors are not like the accredited
investors that would typically participate in angel financing rounds.16 Hellmann, Schure, and Vo (2017) for
example examine data from British Columbia’s Investment Capital Program and find that Canadian angel
investors invest on average $440’000 in first rounds. Goldfarb et al. (2014) examine data on 182 Series A

Wong, Bathia, and Freeman (2009) formally define angels as those that are “accredited investors” according to
SEC Regulation D, Rule 501. Rule 501 states that accredited investors must have a net worth of over $1m or annual
income of over $200,000.
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U.S. financings and find that the mean investment by an angel investor is $150,375, while the median
investment size is $25,000.
Additional evidence for the frequent participation of retail investors in ICOs comes from the average
number of investors, which at 4,698.91 is three orders of magnitudes larger than the number of investors in
a typical angel financing round. The number of ICO contributors and the amount of financing per contributor
also significantly exceed the number of backers and contributed amounts in the average successful
Kickstarter crowdfunding project. Mollick (2014) uses the universe of Kickstarter projects from its inception
in 2009 to July 2012. He estimates that on average 122 individuals contribute $80.55 each to a typical
Kickstarter project in his sample. The data suggest that ICO promoters tapped a new type of startup investor.
The skewness of the ICO contribution amount distribution is positive, with the mean of the average
contribution per investor amounting to $10,093.88, suggesting that a small number of larger investors exists,
with contributions likely often made during the presale.17
4.4

Determinants of investor participation in the crowdsale
Next, we ask whether retail investors are drawn to ICOs with certain characteristics. For this purpose,

we regress our estimate for the (natural logarithm of the) number of contributors on ICO characteristics.
Ex ante, we expect that the number of investors will be increasing in the level of disclosure, the number
of investor protections, and the presence of presale investors and venture capitalists that might fulfill a
monitoring or certification function for the ICO. We therefore include these characteristics in the regression.
We also control for an ex ante measure of size (the hard cap) and several core ICO attributes such as whether
the issuer has developed a product or prototype, whether it is advised by a high quality advisory team, and
whether there is a KYC procedure. These variables provide a proxy for the quality of the ICO and its demand
for funding. In addition, the tests contain fixed effects for the month of the first day of the ICO.

Table 1 shows however that 75% of the total contribution come from the crowdsale event, so that most of the
money raised in an ICO comes from crowdsale investors.
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The regression results are presented in Table 5. In the first Column, we include all ICOs and control for
the existence of a presale through an indicator variable. In Column two, we condition on the ICO having had
had a presale and include a control for the natural logarithm of the amount of money raised in the presale.
Column 1 shows that ICOs with a presale attract 87.8% more investors, statistically significant at the 5%
level. However, an increase in the amount raised in the presale does not have a significant impact on the
number of investors (Column 2).18 Most of the variables describing ICO attributes and disclosure are
insignificant as well. An exception is the existence of a KYC policy, which is associated with a 74.5%
increase in the number of investors.
Many of the characteristics related to investor protection are statistically significant at the 10 to 5 percent
level. Tokens that are unambiguously securities, i.e. grant their holders cash flow rights, surprisingly get
68.0% fewer investors. One possible explanation for this fact might be that such tokens are associated with
more legal uncertainty. A one standard deviation increase in the founder lockup period on the other hand
increases the number of investors by 29.5%, whereas a one standard deviation increase in the fraction of
tokens retained by the founders is associated with a 46.5% decrease in the number of investors. A likely
explanation is that a large founder share increases the risk of dilution for the investors in case the founders
decide to sell the tokens in the secondary market.19 Overall, the alignment of incentives between founders
and investors seems to matter more for contributors’ investment decision than the level and quality of
disclosure. Finally, ex ante larger ICOs attract more investors as every one percent increase in the hard cap
is associated with a 0.7% increase in the number of investors.
4.5

Fraction of repeat contributors
Perhaps surprisingly, the vast majority of addresses in our investor sample only contributes to one ICO.

Only 19.1% of addresses contribute more than once, and only 1.1% of addresses participate at least five
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0.878.

The dependent variable is log-transformed, the marginal effect of having a presale is therefore exp(0.63)-1 =

The regression includes the ICO’s hard cap. Therefore, the coefficient estimate for the fraction of tokens retained
by founders represents the effect on the number of investors given a constant number of tokens offered for sale. The
correlation between the founder allocation and the number of investors is therefore not purely mechanical.
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times.20 To address the possible concern that our limited sample of ICOs is the reason for this result, we also
analyze a comprehensive sample of primary and secondary market token purchases using a sample of all
ERC20 tokens listed on coinmarketcap.21 The results for this extended sample are very similar and indicate
that only 19.6% of investors hold more than one type of token over the sample period, and only 1.3% hold
five or more.
There is evidence suggesting that more professional investors contribute more frequently, however.
Table 6 displays the results from regressing the average size of the contributions made by an Ethereum
address on the number of ICOs in which the address participates over the sample period. The logarithmic
specification in Column 1 implies that the average contribution increases by 27.1% when the number of ICOs
the address has contributed to increases by one, statistically significant at the 1% level. Column 2 presents a
linear specification. The coefficient estimates indicate that the mean investment made by an address increases
by 264.6$ when the total number of ICOs invested in is increased by one, also significant at the 1% level.
Studying the portfolio allocation decisions of individual investors in the stock market, Goetzmann and
Kumar (2008) find that the average investor holds only four stocks in his account at a large online brokerage
firm. Our sample investors use the same address to invest in 1.3 different tokens through the primary market
on average. If we count Ether as a separate financial asset and add secondary market purchases, the average
tokenholder invests into 2.4 different assets on the Ethereum blockchain over the sample period. It is likely
that ICO investors also hold cryptocurrencies on other blockchains such as Bitcoin that we cannot link to
their Ethereum wallet. So the number of cryptoassets the average investor holds appears to resemble the
number of assets that individual investors have been found to own in the stock market. A caveat regarding
this conclusion is that ICO investors might be using different wallets for different ICOs, which we cannot
rule out completely (similar to the concern that clients of the online brokerage studied by Goetzmann and

Using a different methodology, Boreiko and Risteski (2019) find that 24.3% of addresses contribute to more than
one ICO on Ethereum.
21
For this analysis, we only retain tokens with a mean daily trading volume of at least $1,000 and mean market
cap of at least $100,000 during their first two weeks of trading. This filter leaves us with a sample of 449 ERC20 tokens.
20
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Kumar (2008) may have multiple security accounts at different banks). But given the evidence presented in
Section 4.1 and the fact that repeat contributors invest larger amounts, we deem it possible but unlikely.
4.6

What motivates investors to participate in ICOs?

4.6.1

Are contributors motivated primarily by financial returns?

Ex ante, we see two primary reasons why people might participate in ICOs. The first is to make a
financial profit and the second to pre-purchase the product or service the issuer is developing.
The majority of our sample tokens are either utility tokens or security tokens. For the 22% of tokens that
we classify as security tokens because they pay dividends, interest or make other financial distributions, the
nature of the token makes it likely that investors are motivated primarily by financial gains. For utility tokens,
which represent 61% of our sample, the answer requires more investigation.
To determine what motivates investors to buy utility tokens, we study the frequency of trading in
secondary markets, which we see as an indication of investors having a financial motivation rather than
mainly pre-purchasing a product. We calculate the fraction of ICO investors that sell at least one token within
90 days of the ICO, as well as the fraction of the ICO allocation resold by investors over the same time
period. We explicitly restrict our sample to platforms that are in the pre-launch phase by manually collecting
platform launch dates and dropping observations for tokens in the post-launch period.
While token transfers from one address to another are publicly visible on the Ethereum blockchain, it is
more difficult to infer the purpose of such transfers from the data. There are three main reasons for token
transfers: investors spend tokens to consume the product, investors move tokens to a different wallet, or
investors sell tokens in the secondary market. We exclude the first reason by restricting our sample to token
transfers that occur before the launch of the service or product. We have shown in Section 4.1 that daily token
transfers correlate very highly with exchange trading volume of the same token, so token transfers between
wallets belonging to the same investor do not make up a significant fraction of token transfer either. Hence,
the main purpose for token transfers in this sample are sales of tokens on exchanges.
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We find that a substantial fraction of investors sells their allocation soon after the ICO. We estimate that,
for utility tokens, on average 49.3% of all investors sell some or all of their tokens within 90 days of the
ICO.22 Over the same time window, the mean number of tokens, net of new purchases, sold by the original
ICO investors in the secondary market following the crowdsale, scaled by the total number of tokens
distributed in the ICO, amount to 41.8%. Therefore, a substantial fraction of contributors who purchase utility
tokens sell a sizeable portion of their holdings before the product is developed and usable. We observe similar
behavior in the full sample of tokens, which includes securities and cryptocurrencies. There, 47.9% of
investors sell at least one token within 90 days, and net token sales by ICO contributors over the same time
window amount to 42.3% of the total ICO allocation.
Our results are consistent with the survey evidence provided by Fisch et al. (2018). Out of a sample of
517 ICO investors, 50.7% of participants answered that a “future sale of the token at a higher price (shortly
after the ICO)” was an “important” or “very important” reason for their investment decision.
4.6.2

What properties of ICOs make them attractive to investors?

Having established that ICO participants are often small investors motivated by the prospect of financial
returns, a natural follow-up question to ask is what features might make ICOs so attractive to retail investors.
One potential explanation is that they have “lottery features”: high idiosyncratic volatility, high skewness
and a low absolute price. Individual investors in stock markets have been shown to have a preference for
stocks with such characteristics (e.g., Kumar (2009)). In our sample of ICOs, the average annualized volatility
of returns in excess of Ethereum for the nine months following the ICO is 173%. Returns are also positively
skewed (5.13) in the cross-section, and the median token has a price of only $0.16 during the crowdsale.
In addition, researchers have shown that investors fear to miss out in new industries with large growth
potential and uncertainty, and do not necessarily carry out the required due diligence. A substantial body of
evidence comes from the last period of technological revolution, the internet boom. Cooper, Dimitrov, and

The average daily trading volume for the median ICO is $193,976 over the first 90 days following the ICO.
Therefore, secondary markets seem to be liquid enough to allow investors to liquidate their positions relatively easily
should they wish to do so.
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Rau (2001) examine 95 firms that changed their names to a “.com” firm. These small firms, mostly traded
on the OTC Bulletin Board, experienced 53% five-day announcement returns on the news of the name
change. Lamont and Thaler (2003) show that investors valued carve-outs of technology stocks irrationally
high during the same boom period. Griffin et al. (2011) show that during the technology stock reversal in
March 2000, institutional investors sold technology stocks to retail investors (especially those without
financial advisors). It seems that retail investors in ICOs could be driven by the same motivation that drove
retail investors during the internet boom.
Shiller (2000) uses the term “new era economic thinking” to describe the tendency of technological
innovation to lead to financial expansions. In Shiller’s words, “stock market expansions have often been
associated with popular perceptions that the future is brighter or less uncertain than it was in the past.” This
thinking is often linked to the emergence of new technologies, as “the public is interested in expansive
descriptions of future technology—for example, in what amazing new capabilities computers will soon
have—not in gauging the level of U.S. corporate earnings in coming years.” The emergence of blockchain
technology and its potential to disrupt the financial system presents a potential trigger for such new era
thinking, which could provide an additional explanation for the large number of retail investors participating
in ICOs.23
4.6.3

Do the large discounts to pre-sale investors impact their trading behavior?

There is substantial heterogeneity among ICO investors. Some invest larger amounts and do so more
frequently, and may behave in a different way. Presale investors in particular usually invest more, receive a
significant discount over crowdsale investors, and can thus lock in a profit by selling their allocation in the
secondary market directly after the ICO. This situation is akin to flipping IPO share allocations on the first
trading day to benefit from underpricing (e.g., Aggarwal (2003) or Krigman, Shaw, and Womack (1999)). As
long as the secondary market price lies at or above the presale price, and the market is sufficiently deep,

Cheng et al. (2019) show that publicly listed firms experience positive stock market returns when they announce
that they are going to use blockchain technology, although these companies are not experts in blockchain technology
and do not offer any specifics of their projects. In this case however, the stock market returns reverse shortly after,
possibly because it is easier to take short positions in the large and mature stocks of their sample.
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investing in the presale could thereby be profitable regardless of the issuer’s fundamentals. We therefore
expect presale investors to have a particularly short time-horizon.
If it is common for presale investors to “flip” their investment in this manner, the correlation between
the size of the investment and the holding period should be negative.24 We estimate a regression of the number
of days until the first sale of tokens by an investor, measured from the last day of the ICO, on the amount
contributed. At the time of the analysis, we have nine months of post-ICO data for the last sample ICO,
therefore the dependent variable for this test is right-censored at 270 days.
Table 7 displays results from Tobit regressions where both the dependent and independent variables are
in natural logarithms. The specifications in Columns one and two suggest that there is a negative relationship
between the size of the contribution and the holding period, statistically significant at the 1% level, implying
that larger investors sell earlier. The specification in Column one implies that a one percent increase in the
contribution decreases the (latent, uncensored) holding period by 0.5%. The specification in Column two
adds ICO fixed effects that control for observable and unobservable ICO-level characteristics.25 The estimate
from the fixed effects specification suggests that a one percent increase in the investment amount decreases
the holding period by 0.2% on average. In Column three, we interact the size of the contribution with an
indicator variable equal to one if the ICO had a presale, and zero otherwise. The interaction term is negative
and statistically significant at the 1% level, suggesting that the relationship between size and holding period
is stronger in ICOs that have a presale. The coefficient for the interaction term amounts to about a third of
the magnitude of the relationship between the size and holding period estimated in Column two. While the
coefficient on the contribution amount by itself decreases by around 20% in Column three, it retains its
statistical significance, suggesting that larger investors still sell earlier in ICOs that do not have a presale. A
partial explanation for the negative correlation in those ICOs might be that some issuers grant volume-based
discounts to crowdsale investors. Finally, Column four provides an additional specification in which we

Krigman, Shaw, and Womack (1999) show that large and informed traders flip the IPO allocations that perform
the worst in the future.
25
Greene (2004) finds that the incidental parameter problem, which commonly affects nonlinear regression models
with fixed effects, usually does not impact the coefficient estimates in Tobit models.
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interact the size of the contribution with the presale discount, based on the subsample of ICOs that had
presale. The coefficient estimate for the interaction term is negative and statistically significant at the one
percent level, implying that large investors sell earlier if the presale discount was larger, i.e. when it is more
likely that the secondary market price after the initiation of trading lies above the presale price. The impact
of the presale discount is meaningful in economic terms as well; the marginal effect of the contribution size
on the holding period is roughly 14% larger for an ICO with a presale discount at the mean compared to the
marginal effect for an ICO with a presale discount of zero.
Overall, Table 7 provides evidence that some large presale investors tend to flip their allocations to
realize the windfall profits generated by their discount. They display a behavior that is similar to IPO
investors that flip their IPO allocations during the first trading days to benefit from IPO underpricing (e.g.,
Aggarwal (2003)). Our analysis has important consequences for crowdsale investors who rely on presale
investors for ICO certification. Unlike the investments of early stage investors in typical seed rounds that are
illiquid, presale investors can obtain liquidity on the secondary market. The value of their certification may
be less than crowdsale investors believe, especially when presale investors obtain large discounts.
5

Investor protection
As illustrated by the extended summary statistics in Appendix B, our average sample firm was founded

only 1.6 years prior to the ICO, has 11 employees, and does not have a finished product. Hence it is at a stage
in its life cycle when it would typically seek angel or venture capital funding instead of going to public
markets.
Asymmetric information and moral hazard problems between entrepreneurs and financiers are a
prominent issue in early stage financing. Therefore, investment contracts between venture capitalists or angel
investors and entrepreneurs usually provide numerous protections to investors, such as cash flow rights,
board and voting rights and liquidation rights (Kaplan and Strömberg (2003)). Our goal in this section is to
determine whether the retail investors who participate in ICOs receive some of the protections that
professional investors typically ask for.
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5.1

Cash flow rights
Residual cash flow rights in ICOs are rare, and are only present among a subset of the 22% of ICOs that

issue security tokens. For the vast majority of ICOs, investors will only receive financial gains from their
token holdings if the product developed by the issuer gains in popularity. In addition to the lack of dividends,
there is also a more subtle point with selling utility tokens. Whether and how much the price of a utility token
increases with the popularity of the product depends on the issuer not accepting alternative means of
payments in the future (e.g., Catalini and Gans (2018)). Accepting other means of payment decreases the
demand for tokens sold in the ICO and subsequently decreases the value of the token. Interestingly, token
sales terms rarely expressively prohibit the issuer from introducing additional means of payments.
5.2

Liquidation preferences
Liquidation preferences are an important element of term sheets between venture capitalists and

entrepreneurs, most commonly in the form of convertible preferred stock. Liquidation preferences reduce
moral hazard concerns: Should the company fail, merge or be sold, VC investors receive the first proceeds,
typically up to their initial investment. Kaplan and Strömberg (2003) study a sample of VC financing rounds
and find that over 96% use preferred stock. Token sales agreements on the other hand typically state that the
firm will make a “best effort” attempt to deliver the promised product, but investors have no additional rights
in case of failure and liquidation.
5.3

Voting rights, board of directors, and staggered distribution of ICO proceeds
Investors only have voting rights in 18% of ICOs, and votes are usually non-binding in nature and limited

to approving major investment decisions or updates of software protocols. We are not aware of any firm that
allows ICO investors to participate in director elections. VCs, on the other hand, control 41.4% of board seats
and a majority of the shareholder votes following the average financing round (Kaplan and Strömberg
(2003)). According to the same source, 14.6% of venture funding rounds place restrictions on the release of
committed funds. In contrast, only 4% of ICOs specify milestones for the release of funds, and only 4% leave
an independent custodian in charge of the funds raised by the company.
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5.4

Lockup periods
Firms lock up at least part of the tokens held by them and their founders in a majority (59%) of ICOs,

compared to 41% of VC contracts containing vesting clauses for founders (Kaplan and Strömberg (2003)).
The mean weighted average lockup period of the tokens retained by the issuing firm and its founders is 1.1
years.
Another concern for investors should be that presale investors, who usually purchase tokens at a
substantial discount, could realize a profit by selling the tokens directly following the ICO in the secondary
market, which would put downward pressure on prices. Investors in initial public offerings are exposed to a
similar risk, because of early investors and insiders who typically own a large share of the company going
public and might be looking to sell soon after the IPO. For this reason, most IPOs feature a lockup period
that typically lasts for 180 days during which pre-IPO shareholders are barred from selling (Field and Hanka
(2001); Brav and Gompers (2003)). ICOs rarely address this concern, although investors would probably
benefit given our finding that presale investors often quickly sell their allocation in secondary markets after
the ICO is over. Only 14% of ICOs impose a lockup period on presale investors. For those that do, presold
tokens remain locked up for 0.53 years on average following the ICO.
5.5

Control rights in angel investments
ICOs fund projects in the early stages of product development. Contractual protections of angel investors

are therefore perhaps a better benchmark than protections of venture capitalists. Goldfarb et al. (2004) and
Wong, Bhatia, and Freeman (2009) examine the contractual provisions that angel investors request, and
compare them with the provisions of venture capitalists. They generally find that the angel market is more
informal than the venture capital market and has fewer control rights. However, both papers demonstrate that
angel investors do receive control rights. For example, Goldfarb et al. (2014) show that in their sample, most
angels get preferred stock with liquidation preferences. Wong, Bhatia, and Freeman (2009) show that in their
sample, angel investors get board seats in slightly less than 50% of deals and that they take straight equity
without liquidation preferences in about one third of deals.
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Angels make up for the lack of more detailed control rights by geographical proximity and deep industry
experience. It is unlikely that ICO investors have the same geographical proximity; ICOs are typically
marketed globally and the whitepaper (a document that illustrates the product, the team and the ICO in broad
strokes) provided by the issuer is often translated into multiple languages. We do not know the level of
industry experience of the typical ICO investor, but speculate that it is lower than for the typical angel
investor, given the low contribution amount and large number of contributors in ICOs relative to angel
investments.
6

Empirical analysis of ICO secondary market returns
We now examine how ICO investors fared in secondary markets. Did investors obtain a positive return

on their ICO investments, despite the risks inherent in investing in ICOs and the lack of investor protection?
Do measures that could reduce information asymmetries and substitute for the oversight typically provided
by financial intermediaries have explanatory power for ICO returns and could they serve as a guidelines for
investors to choose ICOs? Do contributor characteristics such as number of contributors or average
contribution size help predict returns?
6.1

Return summary statistics
Figure 2 displays four graphs of the secondary market performance of all sample ICOs. The left-hand

side of the figure shows equal-weighted returns, and the right-hand-side funding-weighted returns. The top
two graphs show absolute returns, and the bottom two graphs show returns in excess of the return on Ether.
We choose a period of 270 days (nine months) post-ICO, because it is the longest period that is complete for
all sample ICOs as of the time of writing. Secondary market and crowdsale prices are available for 250 out
of 306 ICOs. We exclude thinly traded observations with daily trading volume below $1,000. Furthermore,
we use the last observed cumulative return for the remainder of the sample period in case a token is delisted.
Delistings happen for twelve sample ICOs. If price data for a token is missing intermittently, we treat the
cumulative return for the period without price data as missing as well.
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Crowdsale investors gain on average 117.4% over a period of 270 days following the ICO. The figure
further displays a weighted average return based on the total amount of funding raised during the ICO’s
crowdsale stage. The results indicate a 104.8% return over nine months.26 We isolate the performance of
individual ICOs from that of the market for cryptocurrencies in general by calculating returns in excess of
the Ethereum cryptocurrency (results are comparable when we use the return on Bitcoin for reference
instead). Excess returns amount to -1.5% for the full sample using equal weights and 37.0% using value
weights. The results suggest that the underlying value of Ether drives much of the returns of ICO investors.
Furthermore, the distribution of ICO returns is positively skewed. Figure 3 displays medians for absolute and
excess returns. Both are negative for the median ICO after 270 days, implying that a minority of ICOs is
driving the positive average returns shown in Figure 2. Our result emphasizes the lottery-like features of
ICOs.
Overall, our estimates are more conservative than those of existing research on the market performance
of ICOs, in particular Dittmar and Wu (2018) and Benedetti and Kostovetsky (2018). Dittmar and Wu find
raw returns of 362.21% and Bitcoin-adjusted returns of 92.08% over a window of 180 calendar days for 570
ICOs. Benedetti and Kostovetsky find raw returns of 430.9% and Bitcoin-adjusted returns of 242.5% over
the same window for a sample of 293 ICOs. It is possible that our sample of large successful ICOs is less
prone to price manipulation or microstructure effects, which would explain the different findings.
Given the overall lack of disclosure and investor protection and the large number of likely uninformed
retail investors, it is surprising that returns for the average ICO are positive after nine months. Lamont and
Thaler (2003) argue that both frictions such as short sales constraints and irrational investors were needed
for mispricing of technology stocks to persist during the tech bubble. They show that it was very difficult to
short the overpriced carved out technology stocks of their sample so that the arbitrage opportunity could
persist. Ofek and Richardson (2003) use a model with short sale restrictions to explain the internet bubble.
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A caveat with the result that investors experience positive returns on average is that there is evidence of price
manipulation in cryptocurrency markets (Gandal et al. (2018), Xu and Livshits (2018), Li, Shin and Wang (2018)). The
literature shows that manipulative trading in cryptocurrencies can lead to inflated prices. Gandal et al. (2018) in
particular show that these inflated prices can persist for prolonged periods. If the ICO tokens we study are subject to
such manipulation, it is possible that the positive returns we find will not last beyond our sample horizon.
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Interestingly, Cheng et al. (2019) show that the positive short-term announcement returns to the usage of
blockchain technology eventually reverse for publicly listed firms that do not have any expertise in the
technology and for which short sales are much easier than for ICO tokens.
At this point in time, we cannot assert with certainty if the value of tokens is justified, perhaps due to
the technological advances of the platform and products offered, or whether token valuation is a speculative
bubble that may deflate in the future.
6.2

Determinants of returns
Table 8 presents regression results of the (continuously compounded) financial return to crowdsale

investors 270 days following the ICO on investor and ICO characteristics. Returns are based on the average
crowdsale price or the mid-price (average between the maximum and minimum crowdsale price) where the
average is not known. In addition, all specifications control for the return on the Ethereum and Bitcoin
cryptocurrencies over the same 270 days to isolate the performance of the individual ICO from overall market
trends. We also add time fixed effects for the month of the last day of the ICO, when trading in secondary
markets typically starts. We acknowledge that absent a risk model, we are unable to distinguish initial
mispricing (either by the issuer, or where an auction mechanism is used, by investors) from compensation
for risk in the secondary market regressions.
The coefficients in Columns four to six indicate that a one standard deviation increase in the lockup
period increases holding period returns by 27.0 to 54.9 percentage points, with statistical significance at the
5% level or below in Columns four and six. A possible explanation for this result is that a longer lock up
period improves the alignment of incentives between investors and the team. Additionally, Columns three
and five indicate that ICOs which disclose the project’s source code ex ante produce 49.0 to 53.9 percentage
points higher holding period returns. Obvious explanations based on mispricing are that the disclosure makes
it more likely that the firm will be able to deliver a viable product, or less likely that the ICO is a scam.
Columns five and six indicate that holding period returns are negatively correlated with the presale
amount, statistically significant at the five and one percent level. The corresponding estimates in Columns
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one and two are statistically significant at the 10% level. The coefficient estimates are economically
meaningful as well, implying that a one percent increase in the amount raised in the presale leads to a 0.2 to
0.4 percentage point decrease in the holding period return. An explanation for this result based on mispricing
could be that because presale investors receive a discount, they can lock in a profit by selling their tokens in
the secondary market directly after the ICO, thereby putting downward pressure on prices. Consistent with
this explanation, the coefficient estimates for the presale discount are negative, with statistical significance
at the 5% level in Column two. A one standard deviation increase in the presale discount is associated with a
42.8% decrease in the holding period return for crowdsale investors.
Overall, however, the holding period return of the Ethereum cryptocurrency has largest explanatory
power for nine-month ICO returns, both in terms of statistical and economic significance. The corresponding
coefficient estimates are statistically significant at the 5% level in Columns one, three, four and five and
imply that a one percentage point increase in the return on Ethereum is associated with a 0.9 to 1.3 percentage
point increase in the holding period return of an ICO.
There is reason to believe that the holding period return might depend on the composition of the investor
base. The results presented in Section 4 show that larger investors sell their tokens sooner, at least partially
due to presale investors who can lock in a profit by selling their tokens right after the ICO, and the tests in
this section have established a negative correlation between secondary market returns and the amount of
funding raised in the presale. Column seven therefore presents the results of additional specifications
regressing the nine month holding period return on the number of contributors and the size of the median
contribution, both in natural logarithms. Neither variable is statistically significant. But when we add the full
set of ICO-level controls to the regression in Column eight, the coefficient for the median contribution size
is negative with statistical significance at the five percent level. The coefficient suggests that a one percent
increase in the size of the median contribution leads to a 0.4 percentage point decrease in the holding period
return. This result provides further evidence that the presence of larger investors eventually leads to lower
secondary market returns.
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7

Conclusion
Initial coin offerings are a novel fundraising mechanism for start-up companies, in particular those

focusing on applications of the blockchain technology. Our paper characterizes the typical ICO investor and
seeks to understand his primary motives to participate in the ICO market.
Based on an analysis of ICOs hosted on the Ethereum platform, we conclude that most contributors are
likely to be retail investors. The average ICO has over 4,000 contributors. The median contributor invests a
relatively small amount. The ICO market appears to have successfully given access to the financing of
innovation to a new class of investors, which is a long standing public policy issue (e.g., the Jumpstart Our
Business Startups Act, or JOBS Act, passed in 2012 in the US, also wishes to encourage the financing of
startups by smaller investors).
For at least half of all primary market investors, the goal of participating in the ICO appears not to be
the pre-purchase of a product that they intend to use but rather speculation, as they sell the tokens before the
product is developed. Large presale investors who certify ICOs and whose participation is monitored and
relied upon by crowdsale investors (e.g., Howell et al. (2018), Fisch (2019)) are potentially conflicted. They
buy tokens at a significant discount of 34% average, and can lock in a profit by selling their allocation in the
secondary market right after the ICO. We show that large investors indeed sell quickly after the ICO, and we
find that holding period returns for crowdsale investors are significantly lower in ICOs with a large presale
and/or a large presale discount.
ICO returns have features akin to lottery stocks, and most projects feature a new technology that has the
potential to lead to dramatic efficiency improvements and new applications. Both of these characteristics
have been shown to be of interest to retail investors (e.g., Kumar (2009) or Cooper, Dimitrov, and Rau
(2001)). These characteristics could explain why retail investors purchased ICOs despite lack of detailed
information on the funded projects and why ICO returns are on average positive nine months after the ICO.
Because blockchain technology is a recent development that has not yielded many economically viable
applications, it seems impossible to assert with certainty whether the returns we find are justified, or whether
ICO tokens are currently experiencing a speculative bubble that may deflate in the future.
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Figure 1: Illustration of contribution flows during an ICO on the Ethereum platform
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Figure 2: Secondary market performance of all ICOs
The figure is based on the secondary market prices for 250 ICOs. Returns are continuously compounded
price returns based on the average price paid by investors in the crowdsale. If the average crowdsale price is
unavailable, returns are based on the mid-price (average between highest and lowest price paid in the
crowdsale). Observations with daily trading volume below $1,000 have been excluded. Funding-weighted
returns have been weighted by total funding received during the crowdsale. Excess returns are in excess of
the return on the Ethereum cryptocurrency. Dashed lines indicate the 95% confidence interval for the mean;
confidence intervals have been bootstrapped using 250 replications.
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Figure 3: Median secondary market performance
The figure is based on the secondary market prices for 250 ICOs. Returns are continuously compounded
price returns based on the average price paid by investors in the crowdsale. Where the average crowdsale
price is unavailable, returns are based on the mid-price (average between highest and lowest price paid in the
crowdsale). Obervations with daily trading volume below $1,000 have been excluded. Solid lines represent
the median absolute return and the return in excess of the Ethereum cryptocurrency, respectively. Dotted lines
indicate the 25th and 75th percentile.
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Table 1: Descriptive statistics
The table shows summary statistics for a hand-collected sample of 306 ICOs that took place between March
2016 and March 2018 and raised at least $1m according to secondary sources. All variables are defined in
Appendix A.
Panel A: ICO characteristics
Mean
Median
Min
Is cryptographic token
0.91
1.00
0.00
Has a presale
0.68
1.00
0.00
Total amount raised (USDm)
24.16
15.07
1.01
Amount raised in crowdsale (USDm)
18.03
10.76
0.50
Amount raised in presale (USDm)
6.02
1.12
0.00
Fundraiser has minimum ('soft cap')
0.44
0.00
0.00
Fundraiser has maximum ('hard cap')
0.95
1.00
0.00
Percentage of hard cap raised (%)
70.16
81.39
2.34
Presale discount (%)
34.18
30.00
-16.50
Crowdsale max. discount (%)
17.36
15.00
0.00
Token share crowdsale investors (ex ante)
0.47
0.49
0.01
Token share presale investors (ex ante)
0.11
0.04
0.00
Token share team (ex ante)
0.39
0.38
0.00
Token share producers/miners (ex ante)
0.02
0.00
0.00
Unsold tokens 'burnt' or proportional alloc.
0.55
1.00
0.00
Product or prototype developed
0.51
1.00
0.00
Qualified investors only
0.03
0.00
0.00
US retail investors excluded
0.51
1.00
0.00
High quality advisory team
0.41
0.00
0.00
Use of proceeds mentioned
0.71
1.00
0.00
Legal advisor disclosed
0.25
0.00
0.00
Has VC backing
0.26
0.00
0.00
Panel B: Investor protection
Mean
Median
Min
Is a security
0.22
0.00
0.00
Legal form and jurisdiction known
0.88
1.00
0.00
Legal entity is corporation or LLC
0.90
1.00
0.00
Registered in offshore financial center
0.20
0.00
0.00
Funding milestones
0.04
0.00
0.00
Independent custodian for ICO funds
0.04
0.00
0.00
Team tokens locked up
0.58
1.00
0.00
Team lockup period (weighted avg.)
1.10
0.75
0.02
Presale tokens locked up
0.14
0.00
0.00
Presale lockup period (weighted avg.)
0.53
0.27
0.02
Investors have governance rights
0.18
0.00
0.00
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Max
1.00
1.00
233.00
218.84
193.65
1.00
1.00
180.65
96.88
98.57
1.00
0.70
0.96
0.88
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

SD
0.29
0.47
33.16
26.70
15.01
0.50
0.22
38.89
23.17
18.76
0.27
0.15
0.22
0.12
0.50
0.50
0.18
0.50
0.49
0.45
0.44
0.44

N
306
306
228
262
246
306
306
204
152
288
248
247
292
300
306
306
306
306
306
306
306
306

Max
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
5.50
1.00
2.00
1.00

SD
0.41
0.33
0.31
0.40
0.20
0.19
0.49
0.99
0.34
0.52
0.38

N
306
306
269
306
306
306
306
179
207
28
306

Table 2: Comparing disclosed and calculated amounts of funding and number of contributors
The table compares the actual amount of funding and the number of contributors with the corresponding
amounts implied by our analysis of token distributions for 98 ICOs conducted on the Ethereum blockchain
(the ‘investor sample’). We exclude ICOs for which we cannot identify with certainty the Ethereum address
from which the tokens have been initially distributed. Furthermore, transfers where the amount transferred is
worth less than 50 USD or where the receiving address holds more than 10% of the total token supply are
excluded. Contribution amounts are only calculated for ICOs where the average prices for presale and
crowdsale are less than 50% apart. The implied total is calculated as the mean US dollar contribution per
ICO participant times the number of participants implied by token distributions following the ICO.

Total amount raised (USDm)
Implied total calculated (USDm)
t-test for difference in means
Self-reported number of contributors
Implied number of contributors
calculated
t-test for difference in means

Panel A: Funding
Mean
Median
Min
23.12
14.57
1.25
26.01
12.72
0.13
1.50
p-value
0.14
Panel B: Number of contributors
Mean
Median
Min
4,687.94
2,950.00
500.00
4,220.53
1,698.00
505.00
1.24

p-value
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0.22

Max
159.28
240.92

SD
30.15
41.02

Obs.
74
74

Max
25,000.00
21,297.00

SD
4,970.68
4,713.63

Obs.
32
32

Table 3: Descriptive statistics for the ‘investor sample’ and other ICOs
The table compares the means of select attributes for the subsample of 98 ICOs conducted on the Ethereum
blockchain for which we can calculate descriptive statistics for investors’ contributions with those of all other
sample ICOs. All variables are defined in Appendix A. Parentheses in the first two columns contain standard
deviations. The third column displays the difference in means and, in parentheses, the associated standard
error. One, two and three asterisks indicate statistical significance at the ten, five and one percent level,
respectively.
Total amount raised (USDm)
Amount raised in presale (USDm)
Has VC backing
US retail investors excluded
Qualified investors only
Registered in offshore financial center
Is a security
KYC/AML procedure
Investors have governance rights
Observations

Investor sample
23.185
(27.14)
6.130
(9.92)
0.245
(0.43)
0.582
(0.50)
0.020
(0.14)
0.173
(0.38)
0.143
(0.35)
0.592
(0.49)
0.204
(0.41)
98
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Other ICOs
21.617
(32.94)
5.961
(17.34)
0.274
(0.45)
0.476
(0.50)
0.038
(0.19)
0.216
(0.41)
0.250
(0.43)
0.428
(0.50)
0.168
(0.38)
208

Difference
-1.568
(3.67)
-0.168
(1.74)
0.029
(0.05)
-0.106*
(0.06)
0.018
(0.02)
0.043
(0.05)
0.107**
(0.05)
-0.164***
(0.06)
-0.036
(0.05)
306

Table 4: Contribution amount per address in Ethereum ICOs
The table displays summary statistics for the ICO contributions made per address on the Ethereum platform.
US dollar amounts are calculated as the number of tokens transferred to the investor times the average price
per token over the entire ICO, including the presale. We exclude ICOs for which we cannot identify with
certainty from which Ethereum address the tokens have been initially distributed. Furthermore, transfers
where the amount transferred is worth less than 50 USD or where the receiving address holds more than 10%
of the total token supply are excluded. Contribution amounts are based on the average price over both presale
and crowdsale only calculated for ICOs where the average prices for presale and crowdsale are less than 50%
apart.
Minimum contribution (USD)
Maximum contribution (USDm)
Mean contribution (USD)
Median contribution (USD)
SD of contribution (USD)
Number of contributors

Mean
65.00
3.23
10,093.88
1,203.35
87,907.93
4,698.91

Median
50.60
1.05
4,355.20
697.95
41,707.62
2,312.50
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Min
50.00
0.00
809.42
158.95
1,524.86
81.00

Max
464.86
37.11
128,301.83
13,976.73
1025779.56
39,356.00

SD
65.31
6.10
17,516.03
1,965.85
153,958.89
6,672.74

N
74
74
74
74
74
98

Table 5: Determinants of the number of contributors
The table shows regression results of an ordinary least squares regression of the number of ICO contributors
on ICO characteristics. We exclude ICOs for which we cannot identify with certainty from which Ethereum
address the tokens have been initially distributed. Furthermore, transfers where the amount transferred is
worth less than 50 USD or where the receiving address holds more than 10% of the total token supply are
excluded. All variables are defined in Appendix A. Dependent and independent variables have been
winsorized at the 1 and 99% level. T-statistics calculated from robust standard errors are listed in parentheses
below the coefficients. One, two, and three asterisks indicate statistical significance at the ten, five and one
percent level, respectively.
(1)
0.630**
(2.22)

Has a presale
Ln(presale amount) (USDm)
Use of proceeds mentioned
Offshore incorporation
Legal form and jurisdiction known
Legal advisor disclosed
Is a security
Token share team (ex ante)
Team lockup period
Product or prototype
High quality advisory team
KYC/AML procedure
Has VC backing
Ln(Hard cap size) (USDm)
Month FE
N
R2
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-0.251
(-0.99)
0.229
(0.70)
-0.061
(-0.12)
0.018
(0.06)
-0.819**
(-2.05)
-1.553*
(-1.98)
0.287*
(1.91)
0.343
(1.39)
0.346
(1.59)
0.641***
(2.73)
0.169
(0.50)
0.745***
(4.69)
Yes
92
0.57

(2)
0.040
(0.20)
0.123
(0.34)
-0.319
(-0.50)
-1.251
(-1.35)
-0.052
(-0.12)
-1.139**
(-2.32)
-2.899*
(-1.92)
0.278*
(1.81)
0.248
(0.78)
0.136
(0.40)
0.557*
(1.93)
0.343
(0.84)
0.744**
(2.32)
Yes
57
0.55

Table 6: Number of contributions by address and mean investment amount
The unit of observation is an Ethereum address that has contributed to at least one of the ICOs in the investor
sample. Coefficients are estimated using ordinary least squares. Dependent and independent variables have
been winsorized at the 1 and 99% level. T-statistics calculated from robust standard errors are listed in
parentheses below the coefficients. One, two, and three asterisks indicate statistical significance at the ten,
five and one percent level, respectively.

Number of ICOs invested in
Constant
N
R2

Ln(mean investment in USD)
(1)
0.240***
(89.61)
6.108***
(1241.49)
257,073
0.02
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Mean investment in USD
(2)
264.598***
(19.74)
1830.200***
(81.07)
257,073
0.00

Table 7: Token holding period as a function of the investment amount
The table presents results of Tobit regressions of the number of days until the first sale of tokens by an ICO
contributor on the size of the contributor’s investment in US dollars, both in natural logarithms. The unit of
observation is an investor in an ICO. The sample used for this test is the ‘investor sample’ consisting of 98
ICOs conducted on the Ethereum platform. The number of days is measured from the last day of the
crowdsale period and is right-censored at 270. All continuous variables have been winsorized at the 1 and
99% level. Presale is an indicator variable equal to one if the ICO had a presale, and zero otherwise. The
presale discount is defined as the difference between the maximum crowdsale price and the minimum presale
price, measured as a fraction of the former. Standard errors are clustered by ICO. T-statistics are reported in
parentheses below the coefficient. One, two, and three asterisks indicate statistical significance at the ten,
five and one percent level, respectively.
Ln(contribution in USD)
Ln(contribution in USD) * Presale

(1)
-0.454***
(-153.87)

(2)
-0.240***
(-88.33)

Ln(contribution in USD) * Presale discount
Constant
Token FE
N
Pseudo R2

7.672***
(384.48)
No
264,439
0.03
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6.432***
(73.28)
Yes
264,439
0.12

(3)
-0.189***
(-43.74)
-0.084***
(-15.08)
6.661***
(74.72)
Yes
264,439
0.12

(4)
-0.257***
(-32.98)
-0.103***
(-4.08)
6.776***
(68.40)
Yes
158,575
0.09

Table 8: Determinants of return 270 days after the ICO
The table shows OLS regressions of ICO returns on ICO characteristics. The dependent variable is the log
return based on the average crowdsale price 270 calendar days following the completion of the ICO. If the
average price is unavailable, the return is calculated based on the mid-price (average between the maximum
and minimum crowdsale price). If an ICO is delisted before 270 days of trading, the return is based on the
last price before delisting. All variables are defined in Appendix A. All continuous variables are winsorized
at the 1 and 99% level, respectively. One, two, and three asterisks indicate statistical significance at the ten,
five, and one percent level, respectively.
Fundraising

(1)
Has VC backing
0.407*
(1.90)
Unsold tokens burnt
-0.055
(-0.27)
Ln(1+presale amount -0.149*
raised)
(-1.80)
Ethereum return
1.313***
(2.73)
Bitcoin return
-0.880
(-1.11)
Presale discount
Presale lockup
period
Product or prototype

(2)
0.340
(1.39)
-0.001
(-0.00)
-0.241*
(-1.71)
0.744
(1.10)
-0.051
(-0.05)
-1.253**
(-2.08)
0.582
(0.61)

Experienced team
High quality
advisory team
Project code
available
Use of proceeds
mentioned
Offshore
incorporation
Legal form and
jurisdiction known
KYC/AML
procedure
Token share team
(ex ante)
Team lockup period
Legal advisor
disclosed
Ln(number of
contributors)
Ln(median
contribution size)
Month FE
N
R2

Yes
207
0.59

Yes
108
0.57

Business

Governance

0.898**
(2.23)
0.024
(0.03)

0.979**
(2.34)
0.073
(0.10)

(3)

-0.023
(-0.14)
0.103
(0.59)
0.128
(0.73)
0.539***
(3.21)
-0.151
(-0.76)

Yes
261
0.58

(4)

-0.208
(-0.92)
0.295
(0.85)
0.319
(1.54)
-0.224
(-0.48)
0.221**
(2.54)
0.022
(0.12)

Yes
251
0.58
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All characteristics

(5)
(6)
0.269
0.271
(1.19)
(1.05)
-0.067
-0.046
(-0.32)
(-0.19)
-0.197** -0.394***
(-2.16)
(-2.73)
1.149**
0.883
(2.26)
(1.13)
-0.616
-0.171
(-0.78)
(-0.15)
-1.068
(-1.60)
-0.452
(-0.50)
-0.180
-0.155
(-0.91)
(-0.56)
0.029
-0.047
(0.14)
(-0.18)
0.239
0.291
(1.14)
(1.26)
0.490**
0.341
(2.41)
(1.14)
-0.039
0.177
(-0.14)
(0.53)
0.000
-0.084
(0.00)
(-0.22)
0.356
0.129
(0.91)
(0.27)
0.172
0.193
(0.71)
(0.65)
-0.384
0.128
(-0.68)
(0.17)
0.247** 0.450***
(2.14)
(4.50)
0.109
0.269
(0.55)
(1.09)

Yes
199
0.63

Yes
106
0.62

Investor base

(7)

0.103
(0.80)
-0.156
(-0.83)
Yes
71
0.69

(8)
0.622**
(2.40)
0.472*
(1.74)
0.053
(0.40)
0.351
(0.46)
1.613
(1.66)

0.538*
(1.95)
0.316
(1.12)
0.204
(0.59)
0.453
(1.62)
-0.261
(-0.95)
0.445
(1.22)
-0.021
(-0.04)
0.597**
(2.41)
-1.666*
(-1.97)
0.270*
(1.77)
0.293
(0.97)
-0.002
(-0.02)
-0.385**
(-2.29)
Yes
70
0.85

Appendix A.

Definition of variables

Table A-1: Definition of variables
Variable name
Amount raised in
crowdsale

Type
Continuous

Definition
Total amount of funds (in US dollars) raised during the
ICO’s crowdsale stage. Where possible, the total is
calculated by multiplying the amounts of cryptocurrencies
received by their closing price on the last day of the ICO.
Where amounts in cryptocurrency are unavailable, the US
dollar figures disclosed by the ICO’s promoter are used. If
the ICO conducts a presale without any effective
restrictions (such as participation by invitation only, or a
minimum investment requirement above USD 5,000) on
participants, funds raised during the presale are counted
towards the crowdsale.
Total amount of funds (in US dollars) raised during the
ICO’s presale stage. Where possible, the total is
calculated by multiplying the amounts of cryptocurrencies
received by their closing price on the last day of the ICO.
Where amounts in cryptocurrency are unavailable, the US
dollar figures disclosed by the ICO’s promoter are used.
The documentation details the market opportunity the
product financed by the ICO addresses and lays out how
the company will eventually earn money.

Amount raised in
presale

Continuous

Business model
available

Indicator

Celebrity
endorsement

Indicator

The ICO is being promoted by a popular entertainment or
sports personality on social media.

Crowdsale is
auction

Indicator

The token price for crowdsale investors depends on the
total amount of funds raised during the crowdsale.

Crowdsale max.
discount

Continuous

Development road
map available

Indicator

Maximum discount given to (usually large or early)
investors during the crowdsale stage. Calculated as
Crowdsale max. discount = (maximum crowdsale price minimum crowdsale price)/maximum crowdsale price
The documentation contains a road map with dates and
milestones for the development and commercialization of
the product.

Experienced team

Indicator

The founding team has an average of at least ten years of
experience in technology, management or
entrepreneurship.

Financial advisor
disclosed

Indicator

The financial/blockchain expert (either a company or an
individual) who advised the company in arranging its ICO
is disclosed.

Funding milestones

Indicator

Fundraiser has
maximum ('hard
cap')

Indicator

The terms of funding lay out binding milestones (e.g.
development of a working prototype) that need to be met
in order for the funds raised in the ICO to be released to
the firm.
There is a maximum number of tokens the company will
sell in its ICO.
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Source(s)
Company
website, ICO
documentation,
social media

Company
website, ICO
documentation,
social media
Company
website, ICO
documentation,
social media
Company
website, social
media
Company
website, ICO
documentation,
social media
Company
website, ICO
documentation,
social media
Company
website, ICO
documentation,
social media
Company
website, ICO
documentation,
social media
Company
website, ICO
documentation,
social media
Company
website, ICO
documentation,
social media
Company
website, ICO
documentation,

Fundraiser has
minimum ('soft cap')

Indicator

There is a minimum number of tokens to be sold or
money to be raised for the ICO to be considered a success.

Has a presale

Indicator

The ICO has a dedicated presale stage reserved for large
investors. Zero if the presale has no minimum investment
requirement.

Has VC backing

Indicator

The company has received funding from a venture
capitalist, in exchange for an equity stake or tokens, prior
or during the ICO.

High quality
advisory team

Indicator

Advisory team is of high quality, i.e. mostly composed of
individuals with significant experience as entrepreneurs,
executives, venture investors or academics.

Independent
custodian for ICO
funds

Indicator

The funds raised in the ICO are held by an independent
third party, e.g. a Swiss foundation where the majority of
the foundation board is composed of individuals not
presently in a business relationship with the promoter of
the ICO.

Investors from other
jurisdictions
excluded

Indicator

Investors have
governance rights

Indicator

Investors from jurisdictions other than the US are not
allowed to participate in the ICO (most commonly
countries that have banned ICOs such as China and South
Korea and countries on the OFAC sanctions list).
Token holders have a right to vote on investment, business
or governance decisions. Includes advisory votes.

Is a security

Indicator

Is a utility token

Indicator

Is cryptographic
token

Indicator

Is currency or
general purpose
blockchain

The token likely qualifies as a financial security. Most
commonly because it pays interest or dividends, because
the issuing firm commits to buybacks using the firm’s net
income or because the token represents a physical asset or
a share in an investment fund.
The token is intended to be used primarily for
consumption of a product or services and does not
generate cash distributions to holders.
The ICO takes the form of a smart contract on an existing
blockchain (e.g. Ethereum, Waves, Qtum, Nxt).
The token is intended to be used primarily as a currency,
replacing traditional fiat money, or as the unit of account
for a new general purpose blockchain able to execute
smart contracts.
The product or service underlying the ICO has users
(regardless of whether they pay for the service or not).

Issuer has customers
for product

Indicator

KYC/AML
procedure

Indicator

The ICO’s promoter required participants to identify
themselves by submitting personal documents such as a
passport copy, utility bills, etc.

Legal advisor
disclosed

Indicator

The legal expert (either a company or an individual) who
advised the company in arranging its ICO is disclosed.
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social media
Company
website, ICO
documentation,
social media
Company
website, ICO
documentation,
social media
Company
website, ICO
documentation,
social media,
Crunchbase
Company
website, ICO
documentation,
social media
Company
website, ICO
documentation,
social media,
commercial
registers
Company
website, ICO
documentation,
social media
Company
website, ICO
documentation,
social media
Company
website, ICO
documentation
Company
website, ICO
documentation
Company
website, ICO
documentation
Company
website, ICO
documentation
Company
website, ICO
documentation,
social media
Company
website, ICO
documentation,
social media
Company
website, ICO

Legal form and
jurisdiction known

Indicator

Type of legal entity (e.g. limited liability company or
joint-stock corporation) and jurisdiction of incorporation
of the entity conducting the ICO are disclosed.

Legal form is
foundation

Indicator

The issuing entity is a not-for-profit foundation (typically
incorporated in Switzerland or Liechtenstein).

Legal entity is
corporation

Indicator

The issuing entity is a joint-stock corporation or its
equivalent in non-US jurisdictions.

Legal entity is LLC

Indicator

The issuing entity is a limited liability corporation (LLC)
or limited liability partnership (LLP) or their equivalent in
non-US jurisdictions.

Length of ICO
(calendar days,
actual)

Discrete

Actual length of the crowdsale period in number of days.

Length of ICO
(calendar days,
planned)

Discrete

Planned maximum length of the crowdsale period in
number of days.

Lock up period
unsold tokens

Continuous

Weighted average of the period over which unsold tokens
are locked up (i.e. cannot be sold). Equals zero if the
tokens are not locked up.

Percentage of hard
cap raised

Continuous

Fraction of the maximum amount the company manages
to raise during its ICO.

Postal address
known

Indicator

Physical postal address of the ICO promoter’s
headquarters is known.

Presale discount

Continuous

Presale lockup
period (weighted
avg.)

Continuous

Presale discount over the crowdsale “list price”, based on
original price quotes in cryptocurrencies where available
for both presale and crowdsale, otherwise based on
converted US dollar prices.
Presale discount = (maximum crowdsale price – minimum
presale price)/maximum crowdsale price
Lockup period of tokens sold during the presale stage.
Where tokens are subject to a vesting schedule or only
part of the tokens is locked up, we track the weighted
average maturity of all tokens sold at the presale stage.
Where different fractions of presold tokens are subject to
different lockup periods, but the size of those fractions is
unclear, we calculate the weighted average maturity based
on the minimum lockup period.
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documentation,
social media
Company
website, ICO
documentation,
commercial
registers
Company
website, ICO
documentation,
commercial
registers
Company
website, ICO
documentation,
commercial
registers
Company
website, ICO
documentation,
commercial
registers
Company
website, ICO
documentation,
social media
Company
website, ICO
documentation,
social media
Company
website, ICO
documentation,
social media
Company
website, ICO
documentation,
social media
Company
website, ICO
documentation,
commercial
registers
Company
website, ICO
documentation,
social media
Company
website, ICO
documentation,
social media

Presale tokens
locked up

Indicator

Tokens sold during the presale stage cannot be sold for a
certain period of time.

Product can be tried
out

Indicator

Prospective investors can try the product or prototype.

Product or prototype
developed

Indicator

The product for which funding is being raised or an early
“alpha” or “beta” version of it has been developed.

Project code
available

Indicator

Qualified investors
only

Indicator

The company provides original source code for the project
it is raising money for on Github as of the first day of the
ICO.
Only investors with accredited investor status or
equivalent are allowed to participate in the ICO.

Registered in
offshore financial
center

Indicator

The jurisdiction of incorporation is an offshore financial
center as per the definition of the International Monetary
Fund.

Simple agreement
for future tokens
(SAFT)
Smart contract code
available

Indicator

Team business
background missing

Indicator

The ICO employs a “Simple Agreement for Future
Tokens” (SAFT) under which tokens are only issued once
the platform on which they can be used has been released.
If the token sold during the ICO takes the form of a smart
contract on another blockchain, is the source code for the
smart contract available on Github prior to the ICO?
Insufficient information to determine the value of the
variable “team member with business background”.

Team experience
missing

Indicator

Insufficient information to determine the value of the
variable “experienced team”.

Team lockup period
(weighted avg.)

Continuous

Weighted average maturity of the tokens under control of
the issuing company and the founding team. Includes all
the tokens also included in “Token share team (ex ante)”.

Team member with
business
background

Indicator

At least one of the team members has significant
experience in entrepreneurship, consulting or
management.

Team size

Discrete

Number of full time team member at the time of the ICO,
excluding advisors and contractors.

Team tokens locked
up

Indicator

Some fraction of the tokens held by the issuing company
and/or the founding team are subject to a vesting
schedule.

Time to listing
(calendar days)

Discrete

Number of days between the last day of the crowdsale
period and the first day for which a closing price is listed
on Coinmarketcap.

Indicator
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Company
website, ICO
documentation,
social media
Company
website, ICO
documentation,
social media
Company
website, ICO
documentation,
social media
Github
Company
website, ICO
documentation,
social media
Company
website, ICO
documentation,
commercial
registers
Company
website, ICO
documentation
Github
Company
website, ICO
documentation,
social media
Company
website, ICO
documentation,
social media
Company
website, ICO
documentation,
social media
Company
website, ICO
documentation,
social media
Company
website, ICO
documentation,
social media
Company
website, ICO
documentation,
social media
Company
website, ICO
documentation,

Token share
crowdsale investors
(ex ante)

Continuous

Fraction of total token supply allocated to crowdsale
investors following the crowdsale, assuming the
crowdsale sells out.

Token share
crowdsale investors
(ex post)

Continuous

Fraction of tokens held by crowdsale investors after the
crowdsale, after all tokens have been distributed and
unsold tokens destroyed or allocated to the issuer.

Token share presale
investors (ex ante)

Continuous

Fraction of total token supply allocated to presale
investors following the crowdsale, assuming the
crowdsale sells out.

Token share
producers/miners
(ex ante)

Continuous

Fraction of total token supply reserved for “miners” or
producers on the platform following the crowdsale,
assuming the crowdsale sells out.

Token share team
(ex ante)

Continuous

Token supply is
fixed

Indicator

Fraction of total token supply under control of the issuing
firm and the founding team following the crowdsale,
assuming the crowdsale sells out. Includes all tokens
under the control of the firm, including tokens reserved
promotional activities, “bounties” (compensation for
promotional activities), compensation of suppliers,
employees and advisors, and any other residual
categories.
The total number of tokens stays fixed indefinitely, as
opposed to tokens that allow for inflation or the creation
of additional tokens under certain circumstances.

Total amount raised

Continuous

Unknown or low
quality advisors

Indicator

Unsold tokens
'burnt' or
proportional
allocation
Unsold tokens kept
by issuer

Indicator

US retail investors
excluded

Indicator

Non-accredited investors from the United States are not
allowed to participated in the ICO.

Use of proceeds
disclosed in detail

Indicator

The issuer provides a detail breakdown for the use funds
raised during the ICO (e.g. X software developers at Y
dollars and hour are required to do Z hours of work to
complete the product).

Indicator

Total amount of funds (in US dollars) raised during the
ICO. Includes funds raised during crowdsale and presale.
Where possible, the total is calculated by multiplying the
amounts of cryptocurrencies received by their closing
price on the last day of the ICO. Where amounts in
cryptocurrency are unavailable, the US dollar figures
disclosed by the ICO’s promoter are used.
Advisory team is either unknown or of low quality (i.e.
mostly composed of “crypto evangelists”, celebrities, or
similar).
Unsold tokens are either destroyed or the token allocation
is done proportionally (e.g. the team receives 20% of all
tokens created following the crowdsale, regardless of its
result).
The issuer retains unsold tokens, either for future token
sales or to be used for a different purpose.
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social media,
Coinmarketcap
Company
website, ICO
documentation,
social media
Company
website, ICO
documentation,
social media
Company
website, ICO
documentation,
social media
Company
website, ICO
documentation,
social media
Company
website, ICO
documentation,
social media

Company
website, ICO
documentation,
social media
Company
website, ICO
documentation,
social media

Company
website, ICO
documentation,
social media
Company
website, ICO
documentation,
social media
Company
website, ICO
documentation,
social media
Company
website, ICO
documentation,
social media
Company
website, ICO
documentation,
social media

Use of proceeds
mentioned

Indicator

The issuer provides a rough breakdown for the use of
funds raised during the ICO (e.g. 40% product
development, 10% legal, 50% marketing).

Utility token enables
decentralization

Indicator

Whitepaper page
count
Years since
foundation

Discrete

The funds raised in the ICO are used to develop a
decentralized platform on which buyers and sellers of a
particular service or product engage in market based
interaction, as opposed to the company conducting the
ICO being or becoming the sole provider of the service or
product.
Number of pages in the white paper document.

Discrete

Years since the founding team started working on the
project for which the ICO is being conducted. Where
unavailable, the date of incorporation from the
commercial register is used. Rounded to the nearest
integer.
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Company
website, ICO
documentation,
social media
Company
website, ICO
documentation,
social media
ICO
documentation
Company
website, ICO
documentation,
social media,
commercial
registers

Appendix B.

Additional descriptive statistics

Table B-1: Additional descriptive statistics
The table shows additional summary statistics for a hand-collected sample of 306 ICOs that took place
between March 2016 and March 2018. All variables are defined in Appendix A.
Panel A: ICO attributes
Mean
Median
Min
Is currency or general purpose blockchain
0.16
0.00
0.00
Is a utility token
0.61
1.00
0.00
Length of crowdsale (calendar days, actual)
28.45
29.50
1.00
Length of crowdsale (calendar days, planned)
31.92
31.00
1.00
Time to listing (calendar days)
17.93
13.00
-517.00
Crowdsale is auction
0.11
0.00
0.00
Token supply is fixed
0.89
1.00
0.00
Token share crowdsale investors (ex post)
0.42
0.40
0.00
Unsold tokens kept by issuer
0.45
0.00
0.00
Lock up period unsold tokens (years)
0.39
0.00
0.00
Smart contract code available
0.67
1.00
0.00
Utility token enables decentralization
0.75
1.00
0.00
Financial advisor disclosed
0.19
0.00
0.00
Simple agreement for future tokens (SAFT)
0.03
0.00
0.00
Panel B: Company attributes
Mean
Median
Min
Whitepaper page count
30.54
27.00
0.00
Business model available
0.67
1.00
0.00
Project code available
0.29
0.00
0.00
Development road map available
0.79
1.00
0.00
Issuer has customers for product
0.20
0.00
0.00
Use of proceeds disclosed in detail
0.05
0.00
0.00
Experienced team
0.58
1.00
0.00
Product can be tried out
0.40
0.00
0.00
Team size
11.46
9.00
2.00
Team member with business background
0.56
1.00
0.00
Years since foundation
1.60
1.00
0.00
Unknown or low quality advisors
0.32
0.00
0.00
Celebrity endorsement
0.04
0.00
0.00
Postal address known
0.70
1.00
0.00
Legal entity is foundation
0.07
0.00
0.00
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Max
1.00
1.00
148.00
148.00
222.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
10.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

SD
0.36
0.49
22.43
21.66
51.26
0.32
0.31
0.27
0.50
1.22
0.47
0.44
0.39
0.16

N
306
306
306
303
275
306
306
227
306
138
278
186
306
306

Max
127.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
80.00
1.00
16.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

SD
17.40
0.47
0.45
0.41
0.40
0.22
0.50
0.49
9.20
0.50
2.06
0.47
0.19
0.46
0.26

N
302
306
306
306
306
306
306
306
282
306
306
306
306
306
306
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